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KEY CONCEPTS

CHAPTER 4: Demand for money

- Transaction costs. What kind of costs are included here?

- Interests forgone by holding money

- Average money balance. How to obtain them?

- Shopping trips. How does the model changes if spenditures are not gradual, but in

discrete shoping trips?

- Velocity of money

- Money in the budget constraint. Why do we now have money in the contrsint?

CHAPTER 5: Market clearing

- Aggregate consistency conditions. How many markets there are?

- Walras Law

- Supply shocks. In what order are markets cleared?

- Neutrality of money. Why does the price level not affect the suply or demand of com-

modities?

CHAPTER 6: Labor market

- Demand for labor. What do firms do? Where the supply comes from?

- Improvements of the production function. How our model is affected now?

QUESTION 1 (Optimal demand for money)

Logan H. is choosing his optimal money demand. His total anual real cost is the sum of

the real transaction cost and the real interest forgone annually:
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(a) For a given level of consumption, c, and taking P, γ,R as given, what is the time T

between visits to the bank to withdraw money that minimizes the total anual costs?

(b) What is the optimal average money holdings (i.e. find the function φ(R, c, γ/P )

(c) What happens with Logan’s real money demand if he sudenly decides to consume

more? What if Banks become slower in his neighbourhood, thus increasing the real

transaction cost of withdrawing money? Finally what happens if the price of the

comodity good goes up?
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QUESTION 2 (Average money balance)

Consider Jean G.’s problem. She is paid in a monthly basis in her job giving classes in a

university for gifted youngsters. Her annual income is $60,000. She spends $5,000 dollars

per month and withdraws money from the bank every 0.05 years.

(a) What is Jean’s average money balance?

(b) What would the average money balance be if she decides to hold no bonds, i.e. all

her financial assets are kept in the form of money? Does the average money balance

goes up or down? Interpret.

(c) Imagine now that the real transaction cost is γ/P = 10, P = 2 and R = 10%, If

Jean chooses the optimal time between visits to withdraw money, T , what would it

be? Hint: Use the results from the previous question.

QUESTION 3 (Market clearing - problem 5.2 in the book)

How does a change in (a) the interest rate, (b) wealth, and (c) the production function

affect the aggregate demand and supply of commodities? Describe the effects graphically,

making sure to distinguish between shifts in and movements along the demand and supply

curves.

QUESTION 4 (Market clearing - problem 5.9 in the book)

Assume a one time decrease in population, due to an outbreak of The plague. The people

who left are the same as those who remain in terms f productivity and tastes. The

aggregate quantity of money does not change.

What happens to aggregate output, Y ; work effort, L; the interest rate, R; and the

price level, P?

QUESTION 5 (Wage Rate)

Consider an economy with Ororo M. as the only worker with utility function u(c, l) =

log(c) + log(1− l). She lives for 1 period. The production function of the only firm in the

economy, Scott S. Inc, is given by y = f(l) = l
1
2 . Ororo owns the firm so all the profits

go to her. However, assume that markets are competitive, i.e. the wage rate is taken as

given both for Ororo as worker and for Scott S. Inc as firm.

(a) What is the equilibrium wage rate?

(b) What happens to the equilibirum wage rate if Ororo now values more her leisure.

Say, her utility function is now u(c, l) = log(c) + 2log(1 − l).
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